


Allowing in natural lighting makes your interior design bright and encourages interaction,

especially when the ambiance is neutral with pops of color in the upholstery.

The main character in this seating area is Eva Armchair along with Inside Side Table.

Eva Armchair honors the Portuguese traditional production techniques adding a boho-chic

touch to your interior design project thanks to its rattan and its global influence. A work of art that tells

you a story about style, design and heritage that couldn’t be alone.

Down to Earh to give her company, Inside Side Table’s high-quality materials and craftsmanship

allow us to understand how magical is a clean design and a contemporary approach.
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To set the mood, Grant Pouf is present to show you how a

classic and elegant shape doesn’t let ergonomic comfort

down. Grant is available in three different sizes to

accomplish various functions - ready for you to create

incredible multifunctional spaces.

Sister of the side table, Inside Coffee Table

is here to tell you how elegance is in the

details through an x-shape in the legs. A mix

between wood and steel will offer some

cozy home updates in every decor.

Versatility is one of Domkapa’s keywords and you can see it through this one-of-a-kind outdoor

space full of creativity. By day, you can work in your outdoor o�ce, at night you can look to the stars.
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Highlighted in the outdoor living area,

Eva Chair owns a special identity thanks

to the artisanal woven-work technique

presented on its back. Soft lines

contrast with traditional details and a

pop of color in the upholstery that will

stand out in every seating area.

This is the right fusion of high-quality

materials and craftsmanship provided

by Domkapa. It’s time for you to bring

comfort and elegance into your interior

design and we’re here to help you.
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